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Graph Coloring

• Coloring maps and graphs

• Chromatic number

• Applications of graph coloring
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Map Coloring

Is it possible to use less colors ?

(such that no adjacent regions share the 
same color !)
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Map coloring: 4 colors are enough

wikipedia
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Map coloring
Color a map such that two regions with a common border are 
assigned different colors.

Each map can be represented by a graph:
• Each region of the map is represented by a vertex;
• Edges connect two vertices if the regions represented by 

these vertices have a common border.
The resulting graph is called the dual graph of the map.
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Map coloring

https://www.mathsisfun.com/activity/coloring.html 

https://www.mathsisfun.com/activity/coloring.html
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Map coloring
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Map coloring Poland

Germany

Slovakia

Czech Republic

Hungary

Italy

Slovenia

Switzerland

Austria

Planar graph
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Map coloring
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Vertex coloring
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The four-color theorem

Was posed as a conjecture in the 1850s. Finally proved in 1976 with the help of computers.
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The four-color theorem - historical note
F. Guthrie first conjectured the theorem in 1852. In 1878, Cayley wrote the first 
paper on the conjecture.
Fallacious proofs were given independently by Kempe (1879) and Tait (1880). 
Kempe's proof was accepted for a decade until Heawood showed an error using a 
map with 18 faces.

This result was finally obtained by Appel and Haken (1977), who constructed a 
computer-assisted proof that four colors were sufficient. However, because part of 
the proof consisted of an exhaustive analysis of many discrete cases by a 
computer, some mathematicians did not accept it.
In December 2004, G. Gonthier of Microsoft Research in Cambridge, England 
(working with B. Werner of INRIA in France) announced that they had verified the 
Robertson et al. proof by formulating the problem in the equational logic program 
Coq and confirming the validity of each of its steps (Devlin 2005, Knight 2005).
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Bipartite and 2-colorable graphs 
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Ckecking bipartite graphs
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Bounds and coloring algorithms
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The greedy algorithm
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Improved bound (using greedy)
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Improved bound (using greedy)
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Improving greedy: DSATUR (Brélaz, 1979)
DSatur colors the vertices of a graph one after another, adding a previously unused color when 
needed. 
Once a new vertex has been colored, the algorithm determines which of the remaining uncolored 
vertices has the highest number of colors in its neighborhood and colors this vertex next. 
Brélaz defines this number as the degree of saturation of a given vertex.
The contraction of the term "degree of saturation" forms the name of the algorithm.
DSatur is a heuristic graph coloring algorithm, yet produces exact results for bipartite, cycle, and 
wheel graphs.
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DSATUR algorithm (Brélaz)

while there exists uncolored nodes:
 for each uncolored node x:
  if no neighbor is colored:
   DSAT[x] = degree of x
  else:
   DSAT[x] = num. of colored neighbors

 Pick the uncolored node n with max DSAT
 (if several possibilities, choose the one with max degree)
 Color node n with the lowest possible color
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DSATUR algorithm : example
Nodes’ degrees:

Table with nodes sorted by growing degrees:

Example from 
D. Hébert, USPN
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DSATUR algorithm : example
Max DSAT for node d, color with 1Max DSAT for node g, color with 1

1 2
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DSATUR algorithm : example, cont.
Max DSAT for node d, color with 1Max DSAT+degree for node b, color with 2

3 4
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DSATUR algorithm : example, cont.
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DSATUR algorithm : example, end
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An application of graph coloring in scheduling
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An application of graph coloring in scheduling
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Exercise: application in scheduling
Suppose that in a particular quarter there are 
students taking each of the following 
combinations of courses:

§ Math, English, Biology, Chemistry 
§ Math, English, Computer Science, Geography 
§ Biology, Psychology, Geography, Spanish
§ Biology, Computer Science, History, French
§ English, Psychology, Computer Science, 

History
§ Psychology, Chemistry, Computer Science, 

French
§ Psychology, Geography, History, Spanish

What is the minimum number of 
examination periods required for the 
exams in the ten courses specified so that 
students taking any of the given 
combinations of courses have no 
conflicts? Find a schedule that uses this 
minimum number of periods. 
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Exercise: application in scheduling (2)
Suppose that in a particular quarter there are 
students taking each of the following combinations 
of courses:

§ Math, English, Biology, Chemistry 
§ Math, English, Computer Science, Geography 
§ Biology, Psychology, Geography, Spanish
§ Biology, Computer Science, History, French
§ English, Psychology, Computer Science, History
§ Psychology, Chemistry, Computer Science, 

French
§ Psychology, Geography, History, Spanish

Create a Conflict Graph
• Each node represents a course.
• An edge between two courses signifies 
that they have a common student and 
thus cannot be in the same exam 
period.

Math (M), English (E), Biology (B), 
Chemistry (C), Computer Science (CS), 
Geography (G), Psychology (P), Spanish 
(S), History (H), and French (F).
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Exercise: application in scheduling (2)
Math (M)
English (E)
Biology (B)
Chemistry (C)
Computer Science (CS)
Geography (G)
Psychology (P)
Spanish (S)
History (H)
French (F)

From the combinations of courses given, we can infer the edges. 
For example, from the first combination (Math, English, Biology, Chemistry), 
we draw edges between M and E, N and B, M and C, E and B, E and C, and B and C.

Link ó courses are in conflict
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Exercise: application in scheduling (3)
With the graph in place, we apply a graph coloring algorithm to 
determine the minimum number of colors (examination 
periods) needed. 

The chromatic number of a graph is the smallest number of 
colors needed to color the vertices of the graph so that no two 
adjacent vertices share the same color. 

Finding the chromatic number of a general graph is NP-
Complete, but for small graphs, we can often find it by 
inspection or using a straightforward greedy algorithm.


